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APPROXIMATING GROUPS OF BUNDLE
AUTOMORPHISMS BY LOOP SPACES1

BY

ROBERTO BENCIVENGA

Abstract. D. H. Gottlieb proved in 1972 that the group of automorphisms of a

numerable G-bundlep: X -» B is weakly homotopy equivalent to ß Map( B, Bc; k),

where k: B -» Bc is a classifying map for p. We refine this classical result by

constructing a genuine homotopy equivalence between these two spaces which is

natural with respect to numerable bundle morphisms, can be generalized to fibre

bundles, and can be interpreted as a natural isomorphism between two suitably

defined functors.

1. Introduction. Let p: X -* B be a numerable G-bundle and denote by ©(/>) the

group of all G-equivariant maps /: X -» X over B endowed with the compact open

topology. This space is of interest not only to mathematicians but also to theoretical

physicists ([15, 16], etc.) who analyze it within the context of the so-called "gauge

theories".

While the case where G is abelian (as well as other particular cases [6, 8]) leads to

the homeomorphism ®(p)~ Map(B,G), the general case continues to be elusive.

The most important result in this area can be considered that of D. H. Gottlieb [6]

who showed that there is a weak homotopy equivalence between ®(p) and

Í2 Map(ß, BG; k), where k: B -> BG is a classifying map for/? and Map(ß, BG\ k) is

the path component of Map(B, BG) containing k.

The beauty and efficiency of this result leave in the reader the feeling that some of

the " weaknesses" of Gottlieb's proof can be polished in order to give rise to a neater

statement. We refer here to the fact that Gottlieb uses a Serre fibration (rather than

Hurewicz) whose total space is "essentially contractible" (rather than contractible),

thus obtaining only a weak homotopy equivalence (rather than a homotopy equiva-

lence). It is also clear, however, that to avoid these problems one has to make some

assumptions on the spaces involved. We have chosen to do this by working in the

category of Ä"-spaces [17], a category large enough to contain all relevant spaces

(locally compact spaces, first countable spaces, manifolds, CW-complexes, etc.), but

in which the homeomorphism Map( X X Y,Z)~ Map( X, Map(7, Z)) exists for all

objects A", 7, Z and, hence, where one can use all the "nice" properties about

mapping spaces that one needs. For simplicity we also assume all our spaces to be
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Hausdorff. With these hypotheses and by using a technique slightly different from

that of Gottlieb, we construct a Hurewicz fibration over Map(B, BG; k) with fibre

homeomorphic to @>(p) and with a contractible total space, thus obtaining a

homotopy equivalence 8p: ÜMap(B, BG; k) -» %(p). This method also allows us to

relax Gottlieb's condition that B be a CW-complex to requiring only the homotopy

type of a CW-complex. Next we show that this construction of 8 behaves "natu-

rally" with respect to morphisms of numerable bundles, and this leads us to

reinterpret Gottlieb's result in categorical terms: more than being simply a map

between spaces, 8p can be viewed as a natural isomorphism between two suitably

defined functors.

This naturality also allows us to generalize Gottlieb's result to groups of automor-

phisms of fibre bundles, even in the case of noneffective action.

The author wishes to express his gratitude to Professors P. Booth, R. Piccinini and

D. Sjerve for their cooperation and support.

2. Technical tools from homotopy theory. In this section we recall some standard

results of homotopy theory that will be used later and fix the corresponding

terminology and notation. For the proofs we refer the reader to the cited or general

literature.

Let p: X -» B be a Hurewicz fibration, 6 e B a basepoint, i: F = p~x(ó) -* X the

inclusion of the fibre, and xcz F a basepoint for both F and X. Also assume, from

now on, that all spaces denoted by B are path connected.

2.1 Lemma [13]. // B and F have the homotopy type of a CW-complex then so does

Denote by ev: PB -» B the path fibration pointed at 6, by ÜB its fibre, the space

of loops pointed at 4, and by ce the constant loop at a. In the pullback diagram

PB n X     ->     PB
ev, I

X

iev

B

the map evp is then a fibration, with the inclusion of the fibre over a> being

y.tlB^ PBH X:t?~* (f,x).

2.2 Lemma. The map j: F -* PB l~l X: y, ~> (ce, y) is a homotopy equivalence.

Proof. Apply Theorem 1.2 of [4] to the diagram

i
-► x

{¿}c
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noticing that ce is a homotopy equivalence and front and back squares are pullbacks.

D

Let/ be a homotopy inverse for/ and denote by 8 the composite

8 =jy: ÜB -> PB n X ^> F.

2.3 Lemma, (a) If p is a homotopy equivalence then F is contractible;

(b) if X is contractible then 8 is a homotopy equivalence;

(c) if F is contractible and B has the homotopy type of a CW-complex then p is a

homotopy equivalence.

Proof. We only need to notice that for (c) we add Lemma 2.1 to the usual

arguments. »D

2.4 Lemma. //, in the commutative diagram

f\F
F ->       F'

I I

X ^      X'

pi I p'

B ^      B'

p and p' are Hurewicz fibrations and f and g are basepoint preserving, then the diagram

Ûg
ÜB     -*     ÜB'

s I ! s'

f\F
F      -»       F

is homotopy commutative.

2.5 Definition. A map p: X -» B is a numerable G-bundle if G is a topological

group acting on the right of X, there exist a numerable cover {U} of B and, for each

U cz {[/}, a G-equivariant homeomorphismm^: U X G -» p~l(U).

2.6 Corollary (after [5, Theorem 4.8]). Every numerable G-bundle is a Hurewicz

fibration with fibre G.

If G is a topological group we let pG: EG -> BG denote Milnor's universal

numerable G-bundle, which is constructed as follows. Consider the set of all

sequences {¿¡, f¡), indexed by the natural numbers, such that:

(a) for each i cz N, /, e [0,1] and^, e G;

(b) ¿, + 0 only for a finite number of indices;

(c)I,eN< = l.

We introduce an equivalence relation on this set by declaring {¿¡g,} equivalent to

{¿[p'/) if i i = ¿I for every / cz N and, whenever /, = t[ # 0, then ¿>, =¿*'. The

resulting quotient set (whose points we still denote by {/,^,}) is EG and can be
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endowed with a suitable topology which we omit to describe (see [11 or 7]). There is

a free action of G on EG

Pa- EGXG^ EG: ({/,^,}, a) ~» {¿¡¿¡a},

and we let the corresponding orbit space be BG, the projection being

PG'EG^BG: {ti9l) -*(</,}.

For each / cz N we can define an open subset Uf = {{¿i#¡)\ /, ¥= 0} c BG. The

collection {Uf") is a numerable cover for 5C, and the G-equivariant functions

*/: Uf x G->pGx(U); ((¿,9),a) - {/,,,,»

define a locally trivial structure making pG into a numerable G-bundle.

2.7 Theorem (Milnor [11]). The space EG is contractible, and for every topological

space B there exists a bijective correspondence, determined by the pullback construc-

tion, between the set of homotopy classes of maps from B to BG and the set of

isomorphism classes of numerable G-bundles over B.

If h: G -+ H is a continuous homomorphism of topological groups there are

induced maps

h*: EG - EH: {*,,,} ~> {¿,h(^,)},   /.,: BG - BH: </,,,) - (/,*(/,))

such that for any i cz N and 6 cz U¡G the diagram

h
G        -* H

•& 1 1 •&.(/>

(A) EG       - £„

/"G 1 i   />//

A*

where $5 = $f|({¿} X G) and $,",(lf) = $"\({ M<0} X //), is commutative.

2.8 Lemma. For awy xcz EG and p cz G, h*(x#) = h*(x)h(#); moreover if h':

H ^> K is another continuous homomorphism, then h'*h* = (h'h)* and (h'*h*) =

(h'h\.

3. Functional bundles. Let/7: X -> B and/?': X' -* 2? be two numerable G-bundles

and assume the local structures for /? and p' are determined by the same open cover

{{/} of B (if 5 is paracompact this can always be arranged). Denote by {4>v:

U X G -> /T1^)} and {<t>'u- U X G -> p'~x(U)} the famihes of G-equivariant local

homeomorphisms of p and p' respectively. We can then define a set

\X,X'\ = \JJiG(X(,X'(),
(<eb

where Xt = p~x(ó), X'e = p"x(6) and J(G(Xe, X'() c Map(A>, A}) consists of all

G-equivariant maps. Using the natural projection

\p,p'\: \X, X'] -* B:a ~> p (domain(a)),
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we can endow f A', A"'] with a topology by requiring that for each U cz {U} the

function xt,: t/ X G -> [ />, p'\'\U), defined by

Xu(^'f )'• xe^ x'i- $u(*i a) ~* $'11(^1 #a)i

be a homeomorphism. In this way [ p, p'] is a locally trivial map with fibre G. The

following two lemmas can be easily proved from the definitions.

3.1 Lemma. Let p: X -* B be a numerable G-bundle and let q: B X G -» B be the

projection. Then the map

f:\BX G,X] ^X:a~>a(\p,q](a),l)

is a homeomorphism over B.

3.2 Lemma. Let p: X -» B and p': X' -» B be numerable G-bundles and let A be a

subspace of B. Then the natural map

i:\p-\A), p'-\A)\ ^\X,X']:a~*a

is an inclusion onto f p, p'\~l(A).

For a given map /: X -* Y we denote by sec(/) the subspace of Map(7, A')

consisting of sections to /.

3.3 Theorem. There exists a homeomorphism 0 between secf p, p'\ and the space of

all G-equivariant maps from X to X' over B, defined, for given section s and

G-equivariant map f, by the relations

Hs)(^) = s(p(x))(x),       $-x(f)(t)=f\Xi.

Proof. Combine Corollaries 3.7 and 7.3 of [1] with Theorem 2.1 and Remark 8.2

of [2].   D

3.4 Corollary. For any numerable G-bundle p: X -* B there exists a homeomor-

phism 3> between secf/?, p] and®(p).

Let now X: 6 X F -» f be a (not necessarily effective) action of G on a space F

and form the fibre bundle ([7])

pF:XXGF->B:[x,?]~*p(x).

The group of automorphisms of pF, denoted \}(pF), is then the group of all maps of

the form

fXGl:XXGF->XxGF: [*,?]-* [f(x),y]

where fez ®(p). By mimicking what we have done for principal bundles, we let

M-^F, F)be the image of the map A*: G -> Map(F, F), adjoint to X, define a space

FM(X XGF, XxGF) consisting of self-maps of the fibres of pF, and topologize it

by using the canonical injections

x£: UX Map(F, F) -» FM(X XGF, XXGF)
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induced by the local structure on pF. There is a subspace \ X xGF, A" xcF]A of

FM(X xGF, X xGF) corresponding to the products {U x MÁ(F, F)} and a natu-

ral projection

\pF,pF]x: \XXGF, XXGF]X -> B:a ~> pF(domain(a)).

The following result is the analogue of Corollary 3.4 for fibre bundles.

3.5 Corollary. There exists a homeomorphism between vs(pF) and the image of

the map ty*: sec\ p, p] -* secf pF, pF]x induced by the map

¥: \X, X] -+\XXGF,XXGF]x:a~>aXGl.

Since the map ^ locally is just 1 X X*, we have

3.6 Proposition. The function T: ®(p) -» \}(pF). f ~* fXGI corresponds, under

the homeomorphisms of 3.4 and 3.5, to the map ^* and is therefore a continuous

epimorphism. Moreover it follows from [5, Theorem 4.8] that ifX*: G -» Jt\(F, F) is a

fibration then so is T.

Remark. Corollary 3.4 and the fact that G is a topological group can be combined

to prove easily that ©(/?) is a topological group. Similarly one consequence of

Corollary 3.5 is that if Jfx(F, F) is a topological group with respect to the group

structure induced by X* and the compact open topology, then so is t}(pF). This

happens, for instance, if X* is an identification (e.g. if G is compact) or if the action

is induced by a continuous homomorphism (see §5).

4. Constructing a contractible fibre space. Let p: X -» B be a numerable G-bundle

and let

k'
X      -*      EG

pi i Pc

B       -       BG

be a pullback diagram, so that k is a classifying map for p. The two maps

p X I: X X BG ->■ B X BG: (x, c) ~* (p(x), c),

I XpG:BxEG^BxBG:(ó,¥)~*(6,pG(¥))

are clearly numerable G-bundles, so that we can consider the projection

[ p X 1, 1 X pG\ : \ X X BG, B X EG\ -> B X Bc,

which, for simplicity, we denote by

\p-pG}:\X-EG} -^BxBG.

Since the product of two numerable covers is numerable and \p ■ pG\ is locally

trivial over the product cover of {U} and {Uf}, it follows by Dold's Theorem [5,

Theorem 4.8] that [ p ■ pG] is a Hurewicz fibration. Therefore so are the maps:

[ P'Pc I Proj

\p-lpG\:\XxEG\     -     BXBG -  B,

\ p ■ Pa] B: Map(B,\ X ■ EG}) ^ Map(B, B X BG): f ~»\ p ■ pG]f.
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Now notice that the diagram

secfp-iPGl ^ Map(B, \X-EG])

9 i I \P   Pc] B

Map(B, BG)= {idB} xMap(B,BG)     ~>     Map(B, B X BG)

where 6 is the obvious restriction of f p ■ pG]B, is a pullback, so 0 is a Hurewicz

fibration.

4.1 Proposition. // B is homotopy equivalent to a CW-complex then the space

sec[ p • ! pG] is contractible.

Proof. By Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 we have for any 6 cz B,

\P -iPgYW = [P ■ PcYl({n X BG) =\G X BG, EG\ =* EG,

which is contractible by Theorem 2.7, hence homotopy equivalent to a CW-complex.

By Lemma 2.3(c) it follows that f p •, pG\ is a homotopy equivalence. So the induced

map \p -xpG]B. Map(B, \X ■ EG]) -» Map(B, B) is a fibration and a homotopy

equivalence, so its fibre is contractible by Lemma 2.3(a). But such a fibre is

sec\p-iPc]-   D

In particular, sec[ p •, pG\ is path connected, so its image under 9 must consist of

one path component of Map(ß, BG).

4.2 Lemma. The image of sec[ p -xpG] under 8 is Map(B, BG; k) and 6~x(k) is

homeomorphic to%(p).

Proof. Let h: B -> BG be a map and let s cz sec\p -,/>(;]. Denote by gr(/z) the

graph of h in B X BG and observe that (p X I)~x(gr(h)) = X and (1 X pGyx(gr(h))

= A", where /?': A" -> B is the numerable G-bundle pulled back by h. Then the

following are equivalent:

0(s) = h~\P-pG]s = lxh~ s(B)çz\p.pG]-l(èr(h)),

and by Lemma 3.2 the last statement is equivalent to

s(B) çz \ X, X'] « 4>(j) : X -» A" is G-equivariant and over B.

But by [7, Theorem 3.2] $(s) exists if and only if p and p' are isomorphic, that is if h

is homotopic to k and, hence, h cz Map(B, BG; k). In particular, 6~x(k) = sec[ p, p]

= ©(/>)•   □

4.3 Theorem. Let p: X -* B be a numerable G-bundle and assume B has the

homotopy type of a CW-complex. Then there exists a homotopy equivalence 8p:

ÜMap(B,BG;k)^®(p).

Proof. Apply Lemma 2.3(b) to the Hurewicz fibration 6: sec\ p ■ x pG] -»

Map(B, BG; k).   D

4.4 Corollary. // Map(2?, BG) contains two path components having different

homotopy groups in at least one dimension, then there exist two distinct numerable

G-bundles over B having groups of automorphisms the homotopy groups of which are

different.
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Example. In [9] Kon showed that ir3(Map(S4, S4; k)) ~ Z24m © Z12, where

m = |deg k\. Since every simplicial complex is the classifying space of some topologi-

cal group [10], we can use this computation to construct examples of numerable

bundles over S4 for which ©(/?) and Map(S"\ G) do not even have the same

homotopy groups. Clearly the same idea can be used in other cases.

Remark. If BG is an //-group then all path components of Map(B, BG) have the

same homotopy type [9]. This happens, for instance, when G is an infinite unitary or

orthogonal group or their special subgroups (i.e. G = O, U, SO, SU).

5. Naturality of the loop approximation. Every continuous homomorphism h:

G -» H between topological groups induces a left action of G on H in the obvious

way. Moreover if p: X -» B is a numerable G-bundle it is easy to show that the

associated bundle

ph: XxGH -> B: [x,a] ~*p(x)

is a numerable //-bundle, and if the diagram

k'
X      -      EG

PÍ l Pc

B       -       BG

is a pullback, then so is

(h,ky
XXGH       - EH

Ph l i Pu

ft»*
B - BH

where (h*k)'[x, a] = h*(k'(x))a. In particular, /)*k classifiesph. Also, as in 3.6, we

can prove that there exists a continuous homomorphism n*: ©(/?) -» ©(/?*):

/ ~* fh, where/A[:r, a] = [f(x), a]. So we can draw a diagram of maps

ÜMap(B,BG;k)        4      ®(p)

0(*.)*i iUP

ÜMap(B,BH;h*k)      ^     ®(ph)

where ü(h*)B is induced from h* by composition and 8p and 8{ph) are as described

in Theorem 4.3.

The obvious question now is whether this diagram has commutativity properties.

We cannot expect strict commutativity, since 6^ and 8,p*x are determined only up to

homotopy, but homotopy commutativity will be sufficient to claim "naturality"

properties for our construction.
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5.1 Lemma. There is a continuous function over B,^: f X • EG] -» f ( X X G H) ■ EH\,

defined, for a given a: p~l(¿) X {c} -> {¿} X p¿l(c) in fX ■ EG\, by setting

*(a): (phY\â)x{h*(c)} - {0} XpHx(h,(c))

:([»,«►],*,(*))-*(*.*•(«(»))•)■

Proof. For each local homeomorphism tp^: UxG -» p~l(U) of p and each

/ e N there are, by the definition of the topologies on XXGH, \X■ EG\ and

f( X X G H) ■ EH\, local homeomorphisms,

Xu/-UXUfxG-+\p-pGY\UXU<;),

Xu,i:UxUiHxH^\ph-pHY1{UxU»),

defined by the relations

xu.Mi ci^)Wu(^i a)ic) = (ti®?(ci?*>))i

xwC. «./Kl^C1). 4«)- ('.♦/'('./•)).
and they are clearly over B. Using the definitions of the maps involved and the

commutativity of diagram (A), it is not difficult to verify that the diagram

\p-pGYl{uxuf)      *      \ph-P„Y\uxu?)

Xu, î Î Xh
lxh„xh

Ux U,G X G -* UxUfxH

is commutative. This suffices to prove the claim.   D

5.2 Proposition. The map ¥*: sec\p-xpG] -» sec\ph -xpH], induced by V,

completes the diagram of basepoint preserving maps,

®(p) "' ®(P")

I I

sec\ p-xpG] -> sec\ Ph-1 Ph]

e i le

Map(B,BG;k)       -V     Map(B, BH; h*k)

in which the identity automorphisms of%(p) and %(ph) determine the basepoints for

the two spaces of sections.

Proof. The diagram used in the proof of Lemma 5.1 shows that if s cz secf p ■, pG\,

¿cz B and s(6) is over (¿, c), then ^^s)^) = ^s(â) is over (â, h*(c)) and, thus,

that ¥* induces, between the two mapping spaces, the map (h*)B. This proves the

commutativity of the lower square. The commutativity of the upper square can be

verified by analyzing the inclusions of ©(/?) into secf p -xpG] and of ®(ph) into

sec[ ph ■, Pfj] as described in Lemma 4.2.   D
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5.3 Theorem. Let p: X -* B be a numerable G-bundle classified by a map k:

B -* BG and assume B has the homotopy type of a CW-complex. If h: G -» H is a

continuous homormorphism of topological groups, there exists a homotopy commutative

diagram

sp
ÜMap(B,BG;k)        -»      ®(p)

Q(ht)Bl in*

ÜMap(B, BH;h*k)      £'     ®(ph)

where the horizontal maps are homotopy equivalences.

Proof. Apply Lemma 2.4 to the diagram of Proposition 5.2.   D

6. Fibre bundles. In this section we shall use the techniques and results of the

previous sections to generalize Theorem 4.3 to fibre bundles. Let p: X -> B be a

principal G-bundle, X: 6 X f -> f be a (not necessarily effective) action of G on a

space F, Q = G/ker(A*) and q: G -> Q be the natural projection.

6.1 Lemma. IfX* is a fibration then so are q and Hq.

Proof. This is as in 3.6.   D

6.2 Lemma. The group %(pq) is the image ofIiqp: &(p) -» ®(pq). Moreover ifX*

is an identification then í}(pF) - \}(pq).

Proof. The first part is obvious. Now, if X* is an identification, then Q and

J(\(F, F) are isomorphic topological groups. We can use this fact and the local

structures of f p, p], \ pF, pF]x, Í Pq-, Pq]q to show that there is a diagram

\X,X]

\XXGF,XXGF]X - \XxGQ,XxGQ}q

commutative over B and such that ^fF induces T, ^ induces Uq and t is a

homeomorphism. This, together with 3.4 and 3.5, justifies the claim.   D

6.3 Corollary. IfX* is an identification and a fibration then i}(pF) is homeomor-

phic to a complete set of path components of®(pq).   D

Remark. If G is compact, X* is always an identification, and if G is also a Lie

group, À* is also a fibration.

By combining these results with Theorems 4.3 and 5.3 we obtain

6.4 Theorem. Let p: X -» B be a numerable G-bundle classified by k: B -» BG and

assume B has the homotopy type of a CW-complex. Let X: G X F -* F be an action

such that the associated map X*: G -* J(\(F, F) is an identification and a fibration.

Then Jf ( pF) is homotopy equivalent to the subspace of Ü Map(£, BQ; q*k) consisting
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of all the path components in the image of the homomorphism

ir0(ü(q*)B): rr0(ÜMap(B, BG;k)) -» ir0(OMap(B, BQ; q*k)).

Notice that this is a generalization of Theorem 4.3 since the latter can be obtained

by setting F = G and X* = identity.

6.5 Corollary. Under the same hypotheses of Theorem 6.4 the component of the

identity of t}(pF) is homotopy equivalent to the component of the constant loop in

Ü Map(B, BQ; q*k) and so, in particular, for i > 1,

ir,(íy(pF)) = iT,+1{Map(B,BQ: q*k)).

Proof. We only need to notice that by construction the map 8 sends the

component of the basepoint of the fibre F to the component of the constant loop of

ÜB.   D

Remark. Corollary 6.5 implies that the fundamental and higher homotopy groups

of l}(pF) depend not on the structure group of the bundle, but on the quotient of

this obtained by eliminating all the elements which act trivially. However the same is

not true for g(/?/r) itself. For instance the map

/: Sx X S1 -» S1 X 51: (e'""', e"7") ~» (eil,e ,e^e+f,))

is an automorphism of the trivial S1 bundle/?: S1 X Sx -* S1 if we consider it as a

fibre bundle associated to itself via the identity on Sl, but not if we consider it as a

fibre bundle associated to the trivial R-bundle /?': S1 X R -» S1 via the usual

projection e: R -» S1: 6 ~* e'"6 (if it were one could factor the identity on Sl

through R). So in this case/ e g(/?id), but/ <£ g(/?'c), although/?id = /?'".

A refinement of Theorem 6.4 is obtained in the following particular case.

6.6 Lemma. If B is a CW-complex of dimension n and ker(A*) is (n - X)-connected

or if B is an n-connected CW-complex and 7r;(ker(A*)) = 0 for i > n - 1, then [}(pF)

is homotopy equivalent to Ü Map(B, BQ; q*k).

Proof. In both cases o*e can prove, by obstruction arguments, that ir0(Uq) is

surjective.   D

7. Some categorical considerations. In §5 we have shown that the construction of

the homotopy equivalence 8p is " natural" in a certain sense, but the use of this word

would be somewhat vain if one could not justify it in terms of some categorical

construction. This can in fact be done as we now indicate.

Let B be a topological space having the same homotopy type as a CW-complex

and define a category %sB by taking as objects all pairs (p, k) with p: X -» B a

numerable G-bundle (for some G) and k: B -* BG a classifying map for /?. The

morphisms from (/?, k) to (/?', k') are all pairs (/, h) with h: G -» G' a continuous

homomorphism such that k' = h*k and /: A'XGG' -» X' a principal bundle

isomorphism.

Let now $£op be the category of topological spaces and homotopy classes of

continuous maps and consider the two functors Ü, ©: ^B->§ïot> defined as
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follows:

ü(p, k) = ÜMap(B, BG; k);    ©(/?; k) = ©(/?),

ü(f, h) = ü(h>)B: ÜMap(B, BG; k) -* ÜMap(B, BG>; h*k),

©(/, h) =f*IIhp: ©(/?) - ©(/?*) - ©(/?'),

where/*: ©(z?* )->©(/?') is induced by/. One can easily check that both functors

are well defined.

7.1 Theorem. There exists a natural equivalence 8: Ü -* © defined by the relation

8(p, k) = [8p]:ÜMap(B, BG; k) - ©(/?).

Proof. In the diagram

sp
ÜMap(B,BG;k)        -      ©(/?)

n(h,)„l in£

ÜMap(B,BG,;h*k)      £     ©(/?")

li if*

ÜMap(B, BG,;h*k)      -+      ©(/?')

the upper square has been shown to be homotopy commutative in Theorem 5.3. The

same technique used there can be applied to/* to prove the homotopy commutativ-

ity of the lower square. This, together with Theorem 4.3, suffices to prove the

theorem.   D
Remarks. (1) Both ÜMap(B, BG; k) and ©(/?) are //-groups in the obvious way

and it can be shown that the map 8p is in fact an //-homomorphism (see [3, §4]). The

functors Ü and © can therefore be viewed as taking values in the category of

//-groups and homotopy classes of //-homomorphisms.

(2) The idea of having different objects of tyB associated with the same bundle

may not be very agreeable, as well as that of joining by a morphism only bundles

whose chosen classifying maps are exactly matched by h. If we try to avoid this idea

of "pointed" bundles we find out that ü(p, k)is defined only up to homotopy type

and so the only possible candidate for a range category is that of homotopy classes

of //-groups and //-homomorphisms. With this choice the functors Ü and © become

identical and we leave to the reader the decision on whether this gives rise to a more

elegant or to a less meaningful result.
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